Synopsis: Documents the meeting of Sacramento's PCG for the first quarter, FY08. Provides information from those proceedings.

Details: The first quarter FY08 meeting of Sacramento's PCG was held on October 2, immediately following the weekly Supervisor's Conference. The primary purpose of the meeting was to discuss PCG input to the Division Intelligence Assessment.

The ASAC for Intelligence, made opening statements and introduced the meeting agenda which included the format of the Division Intelligence Assessment and Supervisor input/comment on the Assessment. The Assessment consists of SIA provided additional information on the methodologies used by the to arrive at its conclusions sections.

Comments and/or suggestions for the sections were due from Operational Supervisors to ASAC and SIA by close of business on October 9. No review of the section were required as this has been reviewed previously. Where appropriate, the comments will be incorporated into the Division
Intelligence Assessment Final Draft for review by Executive Management.

All Operational Program Managers were represented at this meeting. Additionally,________________________Supervisor, HUMINT Coordinator, and__________________PCG Chair were present. The next meeting of the PCG will be scheduled at a future date.
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